Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::In the Ready Room redecorating so to speak::

XO-Teasley says:
::On the bridge::

SO_Rya says:
::In her quarters unpacking.::

CEO_Hull says:
::Enters the area of shield generator 5, begins inspecting the work of Farpoint Engineers::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::sitting in a lounge on the planets surface, relaxing and reading a book::

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: on the bridge::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::in quarters, requesting new bed sheets::

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: How are things going on down there?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Several people wander into the lounge where the CMO is reading.  It quickly feels very crowded.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::munches on his sandwhich and flips the page, reading the latest articles on tissue dateing after post mortum decay::

CEO_Hull says:
<Ens Ross>: CEO: Sir, we are about 30 minutes from conducting the first diagnostic to the EPS conduit

SO_Rya says:
::Gets Scat some fresh food and water and waters the plants.::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::places a cerimonial Japanese Sword set on the wall of the Ready Room::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::manages to get Kurt of the bed::

CEO_Hull says:
<Ens. Ross>:  Very good Ensign, Carry on, I'll just be here watching

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: How is the crew doing with the chain of command changed?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::mutters something to himself about having left all these people on a beach on the other side of the planet, and continues reading,  moving on to Dr. Locklears lattest in tissue preservation technique::

SO_Rya says:
::Changes into a comfortable jumper.::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::sits down, looks at the Ready Room, then reaches down into a box laying on the floor and puts a picture of his two children on to his new desk::

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*: Sir, they are about 30 minutes from doing their first EPS conduit test, I will keep you advised

CNS_Fletcher says:
XO: Well from my last few session and survey , crew will do fine with the change,

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::smothers the temptation to see how many people he can scare out by standing up and delivering a speach on tissue decay in Vulcan's after death::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::puts on new bed sheets, then heads toward the mess hall::

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: Good

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: That is good to hear.

SO_Rya says:
::Heads out to the mess hall.::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::arrives in mess hall and sits down at an empty table::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::Thinks to himself:: Self<in head>: Now it feels a bit more comfortable ...
::Places his feet on to the desk and begins to write a letter to his two kids::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::reaches over to his plate and picks up annother morsel, munching on a dill pickle::

XO-Teasley says:
::Looks at a PADD::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::orders a cup of coffee::

CNS_Fletcher says:
::nods to the XO and goes through starfleets database on warp theory::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A few people turn to stare at the CMO as he munches on his pickle in this relatively quiet lounge.

SO_Rya says:
::Enters the mess hall and sees the FCO. Walks over to his table.:: FCO: Mind if I join you?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::flatulates noislily and turns a page in his book::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: No not at all.  Please, have a seat.

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: starts to downloads the information to a PADD::

XO-Teasley says:
::wonders if there is time to see if there is any messages fromh ome::

CEO_Hull says:
::Reaches over to the nearby replicator and orders a raktagino while he waits::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: An automated, anti-grav server flies over the CMO and sprays a flowery scent into the air above him.

SO_Rya says:
::Smiles and sits down.:: FCO: So, how've you been?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::throws a pickle end at the anti-grav server and grumbles about modern technology:: Self: Should'a brought a phaser with me....

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: walks over the Captain's RR ,hits door chime::

XO-Teasley says:
::checks the data base> Messages from mom and brother. Should be inresting::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: Pretty good.  These dogs that I picked up are a handful though.  But.... they're company.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
Aloud: Enter

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: walks in::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The pickle misses the auto-server and lands in the drink of a very large human male.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::Places the padd on the desk::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::turns annother page in the big book of post mortum research, large print edition::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
CNS: Counsler how may I assist you?

SO_Rya says:
FCO: How old are they? When did you get them? ::orders a berry tea::

XO-Teasley says:
::continues to read the PADD::

CNS_Fletcher says:
CO: Here's the report of crew moral ::hands him the PADD::  Other then some discomfort the crew is going along with the command change::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::continues obliviously reading his book::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
CNS: very good ...

Host Bruno says:
@::looks at his drink and the trajectory of the offending pickle end, then sees the CMO.  Gets up and lumbers over to him::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: Both are a year old, fully grown.  I got them when we first arrived... I wonder if that was a mistake ::smiles jokingly::

CNS_Fletcher says:
CO: One other thing...

XO-Teasley says:
::checks the power relays::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::notices large lumbeing person heading towards him, with a pickle piece in his drink:: Self: Oh Dear.

SO_Rya says:
::Grins at the FCO:: FCO: I hear the holodeck has some wonderful hiking programs. Maybe one a day would tire them out.

Host Bruno says:
@CMO: What's the big idea throwing this in my drink, old man?

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: Yeah..... and me too! ::laughs::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The rest of the people in the lounge clear out quickly.

CEO_Hull says:
<Farpoint Engineer 2>: Excuse me, but shouldnt that be shunted before connection? ::The Farpoint Engineer looks up at Lt. Hull and nods::

SO_Rya says:
::Laughs:: FCO: So what'd you name them?

Host Capt-Gabel says:
CNS: Yes?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@Bruno: Im sorry sir, I certainly didn't intend to, I was aiming for the autoserver and I missed, being old my aim isnt what it once was. May I buy you a new drink or something to eat? ::puts down his book and looks at Bruno in polite concern::

CEO_Hull says:
<Ens Ross>:  Keep on your toes Ensign, if anything is wrong, you will be responsible, understood?

CEO_Hull says:
<Ens. Ross> CEO: Aye Sir ::she moves closer to monitor what is going on::

CNS_Fletcher says:
CO: I'm taking a engineering course in ship design and functions, my last assignment is to  construct a shuttle type craft from a old shuttle pod and Spare parts I was wondering if I could use Cargo bay 4 , so i can build it.

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO:  Well the big Rhodesian Ridgeback is Kurt.  The Jack Russel Terrier is Paxter.

Host Bruno says:
@CMO: ::voice rises:: You can just...hey, what is that you're reading?

CMO_Engstrom says:
@Bruno: Oh just a medical journal, im studying on my Vacation.  Im a medical Doctor.

SO_Rya says:
FCO: I don't know much about dogs, but a Rhodesian Ridgeback just sounds like a handful!

Host Bruno says:
@CMO:  You don't say...what does that journal cover?

XO-Teasley says:
::does wonder how long we will be here::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
CNS: that is a heavy request ... first I must check with engineering, then I will get back to you

CMO_Engstrom says:
@Bruno: Oh just post mortum techniques, for autopsys.

CNS_Fletcher says:
CO: Yes sir

Host Capt-Gabel says:
CNS: Dismissed

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: nods and walks out, to his chair::

Host Bruno says:
@CMO:  Really?  So I can read that and know what to do with you after i rip you limb from limb?  ::grumbling::

SO_Rya says:
FCO: What have you been doing with your shoreleave, other than adopting dogs, I mean.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::picks the padd  up and continues his work on his letter::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@Bruno: Yes, would you care to have a look? ::innocently holds up the book while his other hand presses his comm badge on his daypack::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: You would be surprised.. the little one ate my sheets ::sips his coffee::

SO_Rya says:
::Laughs:: FCO: You'd better get them some toys and fast.

Host Bruno says:
@::picks up the book and gets ready to smash it over the CMO's head::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: A little relaxing, visting the holodeck, exploring the planet...lots of stuff.. you?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Titan receives the CMO's emergency comm signal.

XO-Teasley says:
::hears a chirmp::

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::slides off of his seat away from bruno and yells into his commbadge:: *Titan* Engstrom to Titan, emergency beam out, now would be a good time!!!

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::grabs his daypack and begins running::

XO-Teasley says:
::gets up and runs over to a COMM panels. a SOS from the CMO. Puzzled::

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Not too much. I went to a one day science conference and other than that, I've just been reading and studying.

XO-Teasley says:
::locks onto the CMO. Beams away::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: Bruno gives chase tot he CMO and wonders how an old man can run so fast.

CMO_Engstrom says:
@::waves to bruno as he dematerializes::

XO-Teasley says:
::alerts Far Point SEC.::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The CMO materializes on Titan just as station's security intercepts Bruno.

CMO_Engstrom says:
*Bridge* Engstrom to Bridge, thank you whomever is up there, you just saved me from a rather nasty dismembering.

XO-Teasley says:
::turns around and see the CMO appearing on the bridge::

XO-Teasley says:
::edit last saying::

SO_Rya says:
::Finishes her tea.:: FCO: Have you walked Kurt and Paxter yet today?

XO-Teasley says:
*CMO*: Come to the bridge now

CMO_Engstrom says:
::mumbles about the loss of his book and makes his way towards the bridge to report:: *XO* On my way Commander.

FCO_Jadahn says:
::pushes aside empty mug::  SO:  No, not yet.

XO-Teasley says:
::waits for the CMO::

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Want to go for a hike then?

CEO_Hull says:
<ens. Ross>:  Sir, we are ready for the first EPS conduit test

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: sits back in his chair::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::rearranges his civilian clothing to some semblance of order and pins his comm badge back on his shirt::

XO-Teasley says:
::Can't wait to hear this stroy::

CEO_Hull says:
*<Engineering>*:  This is Lt. Hull, cut in shield generator 5 to the EPS power grid

CMO_Engstrom says:
::arrives on the bridge:: XO: Lt. Engstrom reporting as ordered sir.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::Finishes his letter, and placed the PADD on the desk, after sending the letter::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: Well sure...  That'd be fun ::stands up:: Come on, I need to get the dogs from my quarters

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: What was going on down there?

CEO_Hull says:
*<Engineering>*: Aye Sir, checking conduit profile, computer diagnostic is green, power coming up standby!

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: looks at the CMO::

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Okay. ::Recycles her mug.::

CSO_Blace says:
::Wakes up from restful sleep in quarters. Sees the chronometer and jumps and then sighs as he realizes that it's shore leave.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: I was about to have my head staved in by a 7 foot tall brute with a very very unusual muscle to brain cell ratio.

SO_Rya says:
::Follows Apollo.::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::Taps his badge::
*CEO* Lt. is Cargo bay 4 avalible for use?

XO-Teasley says:
::glares at him::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::heads to quarters::

CEO_Hull says:
*CO*:  Yes Sir, nothing going on there right now, re-supply should be complete

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: I see. You do know I will have to report this to Captain Gabel and to Far Point sec.?

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: thinks oh good start on ::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*CEO* Thank you ...

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Do you want to take them down to the surface or stick with a holodeck?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::notices the glare:: XO: Im sorry about the emergency signal sir, but I felt I was in serious physical danger.

CEO_Hull says:
::The shield generator unit begins to hum to life::

CSO_Blace says:
::Steps out of bed and into the sonic shower:: Shower: ::singing:: I'm singin' in the rain, just singin' in the rain...

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Of course sir, I will be happy too.  Is the Captain available at the moment?

CEO_Hull says:
::Ensign Ross begins checking the unit for fluctuations, and shield generator output::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*CNS* Cargo bay 4 is avaible for a short time ... make use of the Time that you have in there

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO:  While we are here, we might as well make use of it.  Let's to the surface ::arrives at quarters door::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: You are not to go back onto to Far Point until further notice

CSO_Blace says:
::Gets out of shower and checks the computer for messages::

CNS_Fletcher says:
*CO* Thank you sir

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: I must warn you... Kurt isn't too partial to intruders at first.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO:Also. This little thing is going down on your report and I will tell Captain Gabel.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*CNS* You have approximate 2 weeks, no more

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Understood sir, once again I appologize for the inconvienience. ::wonders why the XO is flipping out over a simple beam out::

SO_Rya says:
:: A little nervous:: FCO: Maybe I should wait out here?

CEO_Hull says:
::Begins checking the computers diagnostics of the intitial installation::

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: I know I seem alittle flipping out over this. But I like my crew to be non-flatened.

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: He'll get used to ya... let me reassure him first ::enters quarters::

CMO_Engstrom says:
::comes to attention and awaits dismissal:: XO: That was my intention with the beam out sir, I would rather remain roughly ovular myself.

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*: Sir, this is Lt. Hull, the shield generator is on-line, going through the first set of power conduit diagnostics, it should be totally operational in 10 minutes

SO_Rya says:
::Waits outside and wonders if this was such a good idea after all.::

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: I will of course prepare a full report on the incident immediately sir.

XO-Teasley says:
CMO: Good. Now go to your quaters after you have been checked out by medical until your next shift

FCO_Jadahn says:
::Kurt is lying on the bed.  He sees SO, and lets out a low but soft growl::  Kurt: Shh.. easy buddy... ::Kurt calms down, and Paxter runs into Apollo's ankle::

CNS_Fletcher says:
*CO*: aye ,sir  XO: Can  I make a a order for a decommissioned type 7 shuttle pod  from Farpoint?

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: Good, report back when you have it online.

SO_Rya says:
Kurt: Nice doggy, nice big doggy.

CMO_Engstrom says:
XO: Aye aye sir.  ::does a very military three quarters turn and walks to the turbolift::

CSO_Blace says:
::Gets into a blue uniform and heads for the bridge::

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*: Aye Sir!

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: Has long has Captain Gabel is ok with it. I see no problem

CSO_Blace says:
::Enters TL:: TL: How are you, computer?

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: They'll be fine... ::hooks leashes up to their collars::  Would you like to walk one?

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: How did I do there?

CSO_Blace says:
<Computer> CSO: Please restate the question.

CSO_Blace says:
TL: Nevermind. Bridge.

CSO_Blace says:
::Exits TL and enters the bridge::

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Hello

CSO_Blace says:
XO: Good...afternoon, commander?

CNS_Fletcher says:
XO: Capt. Gabel  said I have control of Cargo bay 4 for two weeks.

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Yes. tell me. How are the senors working?

XO-Teasley says:
CNS:Ok then. you can call Far Point.

CEO_Hull says:
::Ens. Ross hands Lt. Hull her tricorder, he then confirms it's readings with the central core computer:: <Ens. Ross>:  Excellent Ensign, you may certifiy this unit is operational!

FCO_Jadahn says:
::awaits answer::

CSO_Blace says:
::Walks over to the panel and unlocks the station. Checks the sensors::

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Sure, I think. ::Reaches for Paxter's leash.::

CEO_Hull says:
<Farpoint Engineers>:  Excellent install on this unit, my compliments, Ensign Ross will escort you to the Transporter Room, ::Looks over at the Ensign:: <Ens. Ross>: Ensign, if you would take them to TR 2

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: walks to the Ops console:: COMM Farpoint : Farpoint we would like to request a type 7 shuttle be delivered to cargo bay 4.

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A comm comes in from Starfleet Command.

CSO_Blace says:
XO: The sensors are running normally, but the sensor plate still needs to be replaced. I assume that will be done at SB 360.

CEO_Hull says:
<Ens. Ross>:  Aye Sir :: she takes the Farpoint Engineers away to TL at the end of the corridor::

CSO_Blace says:
XO: We are recieving a communication from SF HQ.

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  Sir, Lt. Hull, the shield generator has been placed on-line and is ready for service

SO_Rya says:
::Leans down to pet the terrier.::

XO-Teasley says:
*CO* SIr message from STarfleet Command.

CNS_Fletcher says:
COMM Titan:the shuttle will be there in extacly to hours , farpoint out::

FCO_Jadahn says:
::hands off Paxter:: SO: ok, lets go

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*XO* Patch it threw

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: Recall all crew

CMO_Engstrom says:
::composing his report on the computer terminal in his quarters::

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Send it to the RR.

CSO_Blace says:
XO: Aye. ::Sends the comm to the CO's RR.

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Okay. ::Walks with Apollo and the two dogs to the transporter room, or rather is walked by Paxter.::

CNS_Fletcher says:
COMM: All Titan Crew: All crew Report back to the Ship asap.

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: Good. Are you going to be running tests to see if it holds?

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  Already complete Sir, well within specs, shield output is above overall shipwide

FCO_Jadahn says:
::transports to surface::

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: Prepare to undock down there

Host Starfleet_Command says:
COMM: Titan: Captain Gabel, this is Starfleet Command.  You are to report to Starbase 360 as soon as possible for replacement of the sensor pallets and refinement of the new sensor system.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
COMM: SFC: Understood ...

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*XO* Recall the crew.

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*: Aye Sir, on the way to ME

SO_Rya says:
FCO: So much for our walk.

XO-Teasley says:
*CO*: Already done. They are coming

CMO_Engstrom says:
::changes back into uniform and decides, since he just saw a recal order go out, that this means he can go on duty and get himself examined and then get to work::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
*XO* very good ... alert me when all is aboard

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: receives message from farpoint saying to shuttle ready to dock::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: Yeah... heh.. ::steps onto transporter again::

XO-Teasley says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

CMO_Engstrom says:
::heads out of his quarters and to sickbay::

CEO_Hull says:
::Enters the TL and head for deck 33::

CNS_Fletcher says:
:: opens cargo bay 4 for the shuttle to come in, it comes in ::

XO-Teasley says:
CNS: Alret me when everyone is on board

CNS_Fletcher says:
XO: yes sir

SO_Rya says:
FCO: Another time perhaps. Mind if I leave you to go get into uniform?

CSO_Blace says:
::Sits at station::

FCO_Jadahn says:
SO: No problem ::takes dogs::  See ya on the bridge

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: Anything on senors besides the station?

CMO_Engstrom says:
::walks into sickbay and has Dr. Kavorkian scan him with a tricorder:: Self: Well that consitutes my checkout... now back to work.

SO_Rya says:
::Grins and waves as she runs down the corridor to a turbolift and on to her quarters.::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
::walks out of the RR::

CEO_Hull says:
::Enters ME and sits at his CEO console overlooking the warp core.  He enters his authorization code and the Warp Core begins it's powering up routine::

CSO_Blace says:
XO: No, sir. Just Farpoint.

FCO_Jadahn says:
:: runs to quarters, drops off dogs, and heads to bridge::

XO-Teasley says:
CSO: good. ::stands up:: CO: Crew is aboard and reporting to there stations

SO_Rya says:
::Grabs a new blue uniform, changes quickly and heads for the bridge.::

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  LT. Hull Sir, warp core powerup on-line, we should have full output to the warp engines in 5 minutes, thrusters are on-line, impulse engines in prestart routines, dueterium fuel coming to pressure

FCO_Jadahn says:
::arrives on bridge and sits at station::

XO-Teasley says:
*CEO*: Good. Ready Warp engines

SO_Rya says:
::Out of breath, slides into her seat at the secondary science station.:: CSO: Reporting for duty sir.

Host Capt-Gabel says:
FCO: Ens. Jadahn, request permission to depart from Farpoint

CMO_Engstrom says:
*XO* Sickbay here, all equipment is stable and sickbay is restocked, all medical staff on duty.

CNS_Fletcher says:
CO: We have perimission to disembark:

XO-Teasley says:
*CMO*: Very good.

CEO_Hull says:
*XO*:  Sir, the Power Transfer Conduits are stone cold, they will need at least 5 minutes to warm

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir ::requests permission::

Host Capt-Gabel says:
FCO: set course for Starbase 360, at warp factor 5

Host Capt-Gabel says:
FCO: engage ...

CSO_Blace says:
SO: Hello, Ensign. ::Smiles:: Good to see you in uniform.

FCO_Jadahn says:
CO: Aye sir... engaging

CEO_Hull says:
::Shakes his head, and eases the PTC's to output to the warp field coils in the nacelles::

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

